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Abstract
We tackle the problem of predicting saliency maps for videos of dynamic scenes. We

note that the accuracy of the maps reconstructed from the gaze data of a fixed number
of observers varies with the frame, as it depends on the content of the scene. This is-
sue is particularly pressing when a limited number of observers are available. In such
cases, directly minimizing the discrepancy between the predicted and measured saliency
maps, as traditional deep-learning methods do, results in overfitting to the noisy data.
We propose a noise-aware training (NAT) paradigm that quantifies and accounts for the
uncertainty arising from frame-specific gaze data inaccuracy. We show that NAT is es-
pecially advantageous when limited training data is available, with experiments across
different models, loss functions, and datasets. We also introduce a video game-based
saliency dataset, with rich temporal semantics, and multiple gaze attractors per frame.
The dataset and source code are available at https://github.com/NVlabs/NAT-saliency.

1 Introduction
Humans can perceive high-frequency details only within a small solid angle, and thus, ana-
lyze scenes by directing their gaze to the relevant parts [15, 21]. Predicting a distribution of
gaze locations (i.e., a saliency map) for a visual stimulus has widespread applications such
as image or video compression [3] and foveated rendering [33, 34], among others. This has
inspired an active area of research – visual saliency prediction. Early methods focused on
low- or mid-level visual features [25, 26, 35], and recent methods leverage high-level priors
through deep learning (DL) for saliency prediction and related tasks such as salient object
detection [20, 24, 28, 36, 37, 39, 43, 44, 45, 49, 60, 63, 64].
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Figure 1: Motivation for noise-aware training (NAT). Frames from a video (DIEM [48]
dataset) are shown with an overlay of the saliency maps reconstructed from the gaze data
of 95 observers. The level of gaze consistency across observers varies with frame content,
leading to different asymptotic values and convergence rates of the per-frame inter-observer
consistency (IOC) curves. Consequently, the accuracy of the saliency maps reconstructed
from gaze data varies across frames – especially when a limited number of observers (say,
5 observers) are available. This impedes traditional training that directly minimizes the dis-
crepancy between predicted and measured maps. We introduce NAT to address this.

Given the improved accessibility of eye trackers [57], datasets for saliency prediction are
captured by recording gaze locations of observers viewing an image or a video. These gaze
locations are then used to estimate a per-frame/image saliency map. Generally speaking,
the quality of the reconstructed saliency maps increases with the number of gaze samples.
However, two factors make it particularly challenging to reconstruct high-quality maps for
videos. First, since a single observer contributes only a few (typically one [48]) gaze loca-
tions per video frame, more observers are needed to capture sufficient per-frame gaze data
for videos as compared to images (e.g., the CAT2000 dataset has on average ∼333 fixations
per image from 24 observers [10], while LEDOV has∼32 fixations per video frame from 32
observers [30]). Therefore, the cost associated with the creation of truly large-scale datasets
with tens of thousands of videos can be prohibitively high. Second, for videos of dynamic
scenes, it is hard to guarantee high accuracy of the reconstructed saliency maps across all
frames from the gaze data of a fixed number of observers. This is because the gaze behavior
consistency across observers depends on the scene content [61]: scenes that elicit a high
consistency would require fewer observers to reconstruct accurate saliency maps than those
for which the inter-observer consistency (IOC) in gaze behavior is low.

Fig. 1 shows 3 frames from a DIEM video [48] with 95-observer saliency map over-
lays and the per-frame IOC as a function of the number of observers used to reconstruct the
saliency map [30, 38, 61]. A converged IOC curve indicates that additional observers do not
add new information to the reconstructed saliency map and the captured number of observers
(e.g., 95 in Fig. 1) are sufficient for accurate estimation of saliency [30, 32]. As is clear from
these plots, when the number of available observers is small, the IOC curve differs from its
asymptotic value by a varying amount for each frame. This leads to varying per-frame accu-
racy of the saliency map reconstructed from few observers. In such cases, traditional training
methods, which minimize the discrepancy between the predicted and measured saliency, can
lead to overfitting to the inaccurate saliency maps in the training dataset.

We address these issues by proposing a Noise-Aware Training (NAT) paradigm: we in-
terpret the discrepancy d between the measured and predicted saliency maps as a random
variable, and train the saliency predictor through likelihood maximization. We show that
NAT avoids overfitting to incomplete or inaccurate saliency maps, weighs training frames
based on their reliability, and yields consistent improvement over traditional training, for
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different datasets, deep neural networks (DNN), and training discrepancies, especially when
few observers or frames are available for training. Therefore, NAT ushers in the possibil-
ity of designing larger-scale video-saliency datasets with fewer observers per video, since it
learns high-quality models with less training data.

Although existing datasets have been vital to advance video saliency research [30, 48],
a significant portion of these datasets consists of almost-static content, as observed recently
by Tangemann et al. [55]. Using these datasets for training and evaluation therefore makes
it difficult to assess how saliency prediction methods fare on aspects specific to videos, such
as predicting saliency on temporally-evolving content. Consequently, even an image-based
saliency predictor can provide good results for existing video saliency datasets [55]. As
a step towards designing datasets with dynamic content, we introduce the Fortnite Gaze
Estimation Dataset (ForGED), that contains clips from game-play videos of Fortnite, a third-
person-shooter game amassing hundreds of million of players worldwide. With ForGED,
we contribute a novel dataset with unique characteristics such as: fast temporal dynamics,
semantically-evolving content, multiple attractors of attention, and a new gaming context.

2 Related work

Saliency prediction methods. In recent years, DL-based approaches have remarkably ad-
vanced video saliency prediction [8]. Existing works include (i) 3D CNN architectures that
observe a short sub-sequence of frames [6, 27, 47]; (ii) architectures that parse one frame at
a time but maintain information about past frames in feature maps (e.g., simple temporal ac-
cumulation or LSTMs [16, 22, 42, 59, 62]); or (iii) a combination of both [5]. Some methods
also decouple spatial and temporal saliency through specific features, such as “object-ness”
and motion in a frame [4, 29, 30], adopt vision transformers [45], or predict a compact spa-
tial representations such as a GMM [51]. Overall, existing works largely focus on improving
model architectures, output representations [51], and training procedures. In contrast, our
NAT paradigm is broadly applicable across all these categories and it only modifies the loss
function to account for the level of reliability of the measured saliency maps. We demonstrate
the model-agnostic applicability of NAT through experiments on representative DNN archi-
tectures – we use ViNET [27] (2021 state-of-the-art that uses 3D CNN), TASED-Net [47] (a
3D CNN-based model), and SalEMA [42].

Metrics and measures of uncertainty for saliency. Popular metrics for training and eval-
uating saliency models include density-based functions (Kullback-Leibler divergence, KLD,
correlation coefficient, CC, similarity, SIM [54]), and fixation-based functions (area under
the ROC curve, AUC [11, 12], normalized scanpath saliency, NSS [12, 50, 52]). Fixation-
based metrics evaluate saliency at the captured gaze locations, without reconstructing the
entire map. We observed that when few locations on a small training set are available, mod-
els that directly optimize either type of function show suboptimal performance.

The adoption of correction terms on a incomplete probability distributions has been ex-
plored in population satistics [13, 23]. Adapting these concepts to gaze data is possible at
low spatial resolutions [61]. However, at full resolution, gaze data tends to be too sparse to
collect sufficient statistics in each pixel. IOC curves are also used to estimate the level of
completeness of saliency maps [30], and the upper bounds on the performance of a saliency
predictor [32, 38, 41, 61]. Such approaches provide an insight on level of accuracy and un-
certainty in saliency maps, but depend on the availability of sufficient observers to estimate
the full curves. In contrast, NAT is designed specifically for limited-data setting.
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Video saliency datasets. Some datasets capture video saliency for specific content (like
sports [53], movies [58], faces [46]), while others (like DHF1K [59], LEDOV [29], and
DIEM [48]) do for everyday scenes [8]. We perform our experimental analysis using two of
the largest datasets, DIEM and LEDOV, which also provide high-quality gaze annotations,
and, more importantly, access to per-observer gaze data – a feature that is not available in
the most popular DHF1K dataset, among other artifacts [55].

Videos with dynamic content are key to capturing and assessing video-specific saliency.
However, existing datasets contain mostly-static content, which can be explained by image-
based models [55]. Existing datasets with videos of highly-dynamic content are either con-
strained in visual content variety and real-time gaze capture (e.g., Atari-Head dataset [65]),
or capture gaze data from only a single subject (such as a game player [9], or a driver [2]),
limiting the accuracy of test-time evaluations. We therefore turn to game-play videos of Fort-
nite, with its rich temporal dynamics, to further evaluate video-specific saliency. ForGED
features videos from Fortnite with gaze data from up to 21 observers per video frame, en-
abling an effective benchmark for training and evaluating video-specific saliency.

3 Noise-Aware Training (NAT)
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Figure 2: Overview of NAT. For an input image,
a saliency map is approximated from measured
gaze data. This can result in a noisy/incomplete
version of the GT saliency – especially when lim-
ited gaze data is available. Instead of training
a DNN by directly minimizing the discrepancy,
d, between the measured and predicted saliency
(traditional training), with NAT we first estimate
a distribution for d, p(d), that quantifies the un-
certainty in d due to the inaccuracies in the mea-
sured saliency maps. We then train the DNN to
optimize the likelihood of d.

The accuracy of the saliency maps in
videos varies with frame content, espe-
cially when limited gaze data is avail-
able. The inaccuracy in the saliency
maps can stem from errors in gaze mea-
surements, such as inaccurate localiza-
tion of Purkinje reflections or calibration
issues in gaze tracker [18] – we term
these measurement noise. Using an in-
sufficient number of observers to esti-
mate the probabilities in different sub-
regions of the saliency map is another
source of noise, which we term incom-
plete sampling. While the measure-
ment noise can be partially alleviated
with techniques such as temporal filter-
ing [14], the best way to overcome both
sources of noise is to capture sufficient
data. Since this can be impractical, we
now discuss our proposed strategy to ef-
fectively train a DNN for saliency pre-
diction, accounting for the noise level in
a measured saliency map (Fig. 2).

Let xi be the probability distribution
of the ground-truth saliency map for the ith frame, reconstructed from sufficient gaze data
(e.g., when the IOC curve is close to its asymptotic value). The traditional approach to train
a saliency predictor (abbreviated as TT : traditional training) optimizes:

Jideal = ∑i d(x̂i,xi), (1)
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where x̂i is the predicted saliency map, and d(·, ·) is a discrepancy measure such as KLD,
CC, NSS, or a mix of these. Since reconstructing an accurate xi is challenging, the existing
methods instead end up optimizing:

Jreal = ∑i d(x̂i, x̃i), (2)

where x̃i is an approximation of the unobservable xi. We adopt the standard practice to
estimate x̃i from captured gaze data [17, 30, 61]: spatial locations are sampled from xi during
gaze acquisition, followed by blurring with a Gaussian kernel and normalization to obtain
the probability density function (pdf) x̃i. This can also be seen as a Gaussian Mixture Model
with equal-variance components at measured gaze locations. Let us denote this process of
sampling spatial locations and reconstructing a pdf (“SR”) as:

x̃i = SR(xi ; N), (3)

where N is the number of spatial locations sampled from xi via gaze data capture. For videos,
N is equivalently the number of observers.

Given that x̃i can be prone to inaccuracies/noise, minimizing Jreal during training can
lead to noise overfitting and suboptimal convergence (see Supplementary Sec. 8). Instead of
directly minimizing d(x̂i, x̃i), our approach models the uncertainty in d(xi, x̃i) due to the noise
in x̃i. We first estimate a probability density function for d(x̂i, x̃i), denoted by p[d(xi, x̃i)], and
then train the DNN for saliency prediction by maximizing the likelihood of d(xi, x̃i).

We interpret d(xi, x̃i) as Gaussian random variable with statistics E[d(xi, x̃i)], Var[d(xi, x̃i)].
We first consider an ideal case where xi is available and therefore we can compute these
statistics by sampling and reconstructing several realizations of x̃i from xi (Eq. 3; no gaze data
acquisition needed), and then computing sample mean E[d(xi, x̃i)] and variance Var[d(xi, x̃i)].
The value of these statistics depends on the number of available gaze locations N used to
reconstruct x̃i and on the complexity of xi. For example, when xi consists of a simple, uni-
modal distribution – e.g., when only one location in a frame catches the attention of all the
observers – a small N is sufficient to bring x̃i close to xi, which leads to low E[d(xi, x̃i)] and
Var[d(xi, x̃i)] values. Alternatively, for a complex multimodal xi, a larger N is required for x̃i
to converge to xi and consequently, E[d(xi, x̃i)] and Var[d(xi, x̃i)] are large when N is small
(more discussion on this in Supplementary, Sec. 2).

Our NAT cost function is then defined as the following negative log likelihood:

JNAT =−ln∏i p[d(x̂i, x̃i)] =−∑i ln{p[d(x̂i, x̃i)]}, (4)

that enables us to account for the presence of noise in the training data, for any choice of d.
If E[d(xi, x̃i)] and Var[d(xi, x̃i)] are known, and assuming that d(xi, x̃i) is a Gaussian random
variable, we can simplify Eq. 4 (see Supplementary, Sec. 1) to get:

Jideal
NAT = ∑i {d(x̂i, x̃i)−E[d(xi, x̃i)]}2/Var[d(xi, x̃i)]. (5)

We note that Jideal
NAT penalizes x̂i that are far from x̃i, as in the traditional case. However,

it also ensures that x̂i is not predicted too close to the noisy x̃i, which helps prevent noise
overfitting (similar to discrepancy principles applied in image denoising [7, 19]). The pe-
nalization is inversely proportional to Var[d(xi, x̃i)], i.e., it is strong for frames where x̃i is a
good approximation of xi. In contrast, E[d(xi, x̃i)] and Var[d(xi, x̃i)] are large for multimodal,
sparse x̃i containing gaze data from only a few observers, since in such cases, x̃i is not a good
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approximation of xi. This prevents the NAT formulation from overfitting to such uncertain
x̃i, by weakly penalizing the errors in x̂i when compared to x̃i.

However, Eq. 5 cannot be implemented in practice, as xi (and consequently E[d(xi, x̃i)]
and Var[d(xi, x̃i)]) is unknown. We only have access to x̃i, a noisy realization of xi. We
therefore turn to approximating the statistics of d(xi, x̃i) as:

E[d(xi, x̃i)]≈ E[d(x̃i, ˜̃xi)], Var[d(xi, x̃i)]≈ Var[d(x̃i, ˜̃xi)]. (6)

Here, ˜̃xi = SR(x̃i ; N) is the pdf obtained by sampling N spatial locations from x̃i, fol-
lowed by blurring (N is also the number of gaze fixations sampled from xi by real observers).
The difference between how x̃i is reconstructed from xi and ˜̃xi from x̃i is in the manner of
obtaining the N spatial locations: the N spatial locations used to reconstruct x̃ are obtained
from human gaze when viewing the ith frame; while for reconstructing ˜̃xi, N spatial locations
are sampled from the pdf x̃i. Multiple realizations of ˜̃xi are then used to estimate E[d(x̃i, ˜̃xi)]
and Var[d(x̃i, ˜̃xi)]. Intuitively, the approximation in Eq. 6 holds because the level of con-
sistency across multiple realizations of ˜̃xi would be low when x̃i is complex (multimodal)
with small N and indicates that the underlying GT saliency map xi must also be complex.
Similarly, a high consistency across multiple realizations of ˜̃xi points towards a reliable x̃i.
Therefore, the spatial noise introduced by sampling from x̃i serves as a proxy of the vari-
ous noise introduced by the insufficient gaze-capturing process. We observe empirically that
these approximations hold with a mean absolute percentage error of 10−21% on real cases
(see Supplementary Sec. 4).

Using Eq. 6, the NAT formulation from Eq. 5 is modified to minimize:

Jreal
NAT = ∑i {d(x̂i, x̃i)−E[d(x̃i, ˜̃xi)]}2/Var[d(x̃i, ˜̃xi)], (7)

where all the terms are now well-defined and a DNN can be trained using this cost function.
When implementing Eq. 7, for numerical stability, a small offset of 5e−5 is applied to the
denominator, and E[d(x̃i, ˜̃xi)] and Var[d(x̃i, ˜̃xi)] are computed using 10 realization of ˜̃xi.

Fig. 3 shows the mean and standard deviation of KLD(x̃i|| ˜̃xi) for some frames in ForGED,
as estimated by Eq. 6. Frames with high consistency across several observers are considered
more reliable for training – a feature that is exploited by NAT in Eq.7.

4 The ForGED dataset

Videogames present an interesting and challenging domain for saliency methods – given
their market value, dynamic content, multiple attractors of visual attention, and dependence
of human gaze on temporal semantics. We therefore introduce ForGED, a video-saliency
dataset with 480, 13-second clips of Fortnite game play annotated with gaze data from up
to 21 observers per video. Compared to popular existing datasets such as LEDOV [29] and
DIEM [48], ForGED provides higher dynamism and a video-game context, with the highest
number of frames at a consistent 1080p resolution. We summarize the characteristics of each
of the datasets used in our experiments in Tab. 1 and show typical ForGED frames in Fig. 3.

Dataset Videos Frames Resolution Max. Observers Total Obs. Content type mean ± std.dev.
used for training for testing of optical flow magnitude

DIEM [48] 84 240,015 720p@30Hz 31 51-219 everyday videos (shows, advs, etc.) 9.41±33.85
LEDOV [29] 538 179,336 ≥720p@24Hz 32 32 human/animal activities 4.09±8.65

ForGED (ours) 480 374,400 1080p@60hz 5 - 15 15-21 videogame (Fortnite) 27.26±39.08

Table 1: Characteristics of video-saliency datasets, including the proposed ForGED dataset.
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x̃i with 15 observers x̃i with 5 observers x̃i with 2 observers x̃i with 15 observers x̃i with 5 observers x̃i with 2 observers

0.197±0.077 0.261±0.136 0.478±0.418 0.442±0.112 0.585±0.277 1.018±0.630

0.372±0.106 0.652±0.324 1.079±0.691 0.517±0.154 0.937±0.453 0.947±0.722
Figure 3: Typical frames from ForGED with gaussian-blurred gaze locations of specified
number of observers overlaid in red. For each image, we also show E[KLD(x̃i|| ˜̃xi)]±
Std[KLD(x̃i|| ˜̃xi)]. These quantities increase when the saliency map is sparse/multimodal and
number of observers is small – a setting that reduces the reliability of a frame for training.
ForGED images have been published with the permission from Epic Games.

Dynamic content in ForGED. To compare the dynamic content level of ForGED to those
of LEDOV and DIEM, we use RAFT [56] to compute the mean and standard deviation of the
magnitude of the optical flow on a random subset of 100,000 frames from the three datasets,
at a uniform 1080p resolution and 30 fps framerate (Tab. 1). This is in ForGED approx-
imately 3× that of DIEM and more than 6× larger than LEDOV, suggesting that objects
move faster (on average) in ForGED. It also has the largest standard deviation suggesting a
larger variety of motion magnitudes in ForGED.

Gaze data acquisition and viewing behavior in ForGED. To acquire ForGED, we first
recorded 12 hours of Fortnite Battle Royale game-play videos from 8 players of varying
expertise using OBS [1]. We then sampled 480 15-second clips to show to a different set of
102 participants with varying degree of familiarity with Fortnite. Each viewer was tasked
with viewing a total of 48 clips, randomly sampled from the pool of 480, and interspersed
with 3-second “intervals” showing a central red dot on grey screen [30] to ensure consistent
gaze starting point for each clip (total 15-minute viewing time per viewer). Each participant
viewed the video clips on a 1080p monitor situated approximately 80cm away, while their
gaze was recorded with Tobii Tracker 4C at 90Hz. After analyzing the gaze patterns, we
discarded the initial 2 seconds of each clip, when observers were mostly spending time to
understand the context, to get a total of 374,400 video frames annotated with gaze data.
Accumulating the gaze of all frames, we observe that ForGED presents a bias towards the
frame center and top-right corner. This is because in Fortnite the main character and the
crosshair lie at the screen center – making it an important region – and the mini-map on the
top right corner attracts regular viewer attention to understand the terrain. Such a bias is
uniquely representative of the observer behavior not only in Fortnite, but also in other third
person shooting games with similar scene layouts. Further analysis of gaze data in ForGED,
such as IOC curves, visual comparison of gaze data biases in ForGED, LEDOV and DIEM,
are presented in the Supplementary, Sec. 3.

5 Results
We compare TT (Eq. 2) and NAT (Eq. 7) on three datasets (ForGED, LEDOV [29], and
DIEM [48]) and three DNNs (ViNet [27], the state-of-the-art on DHF1K [59]; TASED-Net,
a 3D-CNN-based architecture [47]; and SalEMA, an RNN-based architecture [42]). We fur-
ther evaluate NAT against TT when density-based (e.g., KLD) or fixation-based (e.g., NSS)
discrepancy functions are used as d(·, ·) in Jreal (Eq. 2) and Jreal

NAT (Eq. 7). We first evaluated
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and improved the author-specified hyperparameters for ViNet, TASED-Net, and SalEMA, by
performing TT (Eq. 2) on the entire LEDOV training set (see Tab. 2). We use the improved
settings for our experiments (see Supplementary Sec. 6). We also verify that training on
existing saliency datasets does not generalize to ForGED (Tab. 3c), given its novel content.

method, hyperparameter settings KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑
ViNET, Adam, 0.0001, KLD (default) 0.806 0.697 0.569 3.781 0.881

ViNET, RMSprop, 0.0001, KLD (improved) 0.773 0.710 0.573 3.969 0.889
TASED-Net, SGD, learning rate schedule (default) 1.104 0.554 0.452 2.536 0.828
TASED-Net, RMSprop, 0.001, KLD (improved) 0.754 0.724 0.572 4.227 0.921

SalEMA, Adam, 1e−7, BCE (default) 1.238 0.511 0.412 2.426 0.894
SalEMA, RMSprop, 1e−5, KLD (improved) 1.052 0.612 0.463 3.237 0.912

Table 2: LEDOV test-set performance when trained
(traditionally) with default and improved settings for
ViNet [27], TASED-Net [47], and SalEMA [42].

Experimental setup: We want
to compare TT and NAT when
training with different amounts
of data and varying levels of
accuracy/gaze-data completeness.
We emulate small-size training
datasets from LEDOV, DIEM, and
ForGED by controlling the num-
ber of fixations, N, used to recon-
struct x̃ in the training set and the number of training videos, V , used. We report the perfor-
mance evaluation of TT and NAT on test set for each (V,N) value used for the training set.
The values for V and N are chosen to gradually increase the training dataset size and accuracy
until the maximum V and/or N is reached. To reconstruct x̃, we choose a kernel of size ∼ 1◦

viewing angle [17, 30, 61] and discuss alternative x̃ reconstruction strategies [37, 39, 40] in
Sec. 6 (and Sec. 7 in the Supplementary).

ForGED data are randomly split into 379 videos for training, 26 for validation, and 75
for testing. For LEDOV, we adopt the train / val / test split specified by the authors. DIEM
contains gaze data from many observers on a few videos: we use 60 videos with fewest
observers for training and evaluate on the remaining videos with 51−219 observers. Evalu-
ation is performed on test-set maps reconstructed from the set of all the available observers,
that is sufficiently large to lead to converged IOC curves even for multimodal maps (see
supplementary video for ForGED test set multimodality); consequently, we also assume a
negligible noise level in evaluation. We omit experimenting with DHF1K in favor of LEDOV
which is similar in scope to DHF1K [55], but contains a larger number of observers (con-
verged IOC curves), while DHF1K lacks accurate per-observer gaze data.

Dataset type and size: We compare NAT and TT on different dataset types, by training
ViNet and TASED-Net on ForGED, LEDOV, and DIEM, and changing V and N to assess
the performance gain of NAT as a function of the level of accuracy and completeness of
the training dataset. Tab. 3a and 3b show the results for ViNet trained on ForGED and
LEDOV, whereas Tab. 4a and 5a show the results for TASED-Net. With ViNet, we observe
a consistent performance gain of NAT over TT. Although NAT is particularly advantageous
when N and V are small, training on the entire LEDOV dataset (last row in Tab. 3a) also
shows a significant improvement for NAT since, depending on their content, some frames can
still have insufficient fixation data. With TASED-Net trained on ForGED, NAT consistently
outperforms TT when the number of training videos is ≤ 100, i.e., when noise overfitting
may occur. Notably, NAT on 30 videos / 15 observers and 100 videos / 5 observers is
comparable or superior to TT with 379 videos / 5 observers, which corresponds to ≥ 3×
saving factor in terms of the data required for training. Similar conclusions can be drawn
for LEDOV (Tab. 5a) and DIEM (see Supplementary). We also test the case of practical
importance of an unbalanced LEDOV dataset, with an uneven number of observers in the
training videos. Since NAT, by design, accounts for the varying reliability of the gaze data
in training frames, it significantly outperforms TT (last two rows of Tab. 5a).
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train videos V train obs. N loss KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑

30

5 TT 2.636 0.266 0.250 1.344 0.528
NAT 2.054 0.406 0.353 1.979 0.624

15 TT 1.475 0.467 0.414 2.320 0.779
NAT 1.320 0.502 0.427 2.467 0.813

25 TT 1.717 0.446 0.395 2.286 0.708
NAT 1.441 0.482 0.419 2.450 0.786

30−32 (all) TT 1.828 0.448 0.392 2.281 0.663
NAT 1.446 0.491 0.424 2.462 0.770

100 30−32 (all) TT 1.303 0.539 0.453 2.676 0.798
NAT 1.275 0.562 0.471 2.848 0.784

200 30−32 (all) TT 1.066 0.611 0.511 3.104 0.840
NAT 1.020 0.598 0.503 3.025 0.869

300 30−32 (all) TT 0.959 0.655 0.535 3.456 0.847
NAT 0.897 0.669 0.546 3.517 0.863

461 (all) 30−32 (all) TT 0.773 0.710 0.573 3.969 0.889
NAT 0.718 0.720 0.577 3.893 0.904

(a) ViNET on LEDOV, d = KLD

train videos V train obs. N loss KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑

30

5 TT 1.538 0.541 0.426 3.261 0.713
NAT 1.264 0.593 0.460 3.412 0.773

10 TT 1.779 0.514 0.399 3.130 0.633
NAT 1.220 0.620 0.488 3.670 0.764

15 TT 1.218 0.602 0.473 3.542 0.794
NAT 1.257 0.605 0.469 3.527 0.773

100 5 TT 1.263 0.600 0.473 3.609 0.775
NAT 1.149 0.623 0.485 3.620 0.798

200 5 TT 1.134 0.629 0.494 3.750 0.804
NAT 0.982 0.641 0.489 3.704 0.882

379 5 TT 0.994 0.645 0.495 3.697 0.860
NAT 1.026 0.625 0.438 3.505 0.918

(b) ViNET on ForGED, d = KLD

training dataset KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑
DHF1K 2.038 0.262 0.228 1.336 0.805
LEDOV 1.573 0.436 0.345 2.583 0.818

(c) pretrained ViNET tested on ForGED

Table 3: NAT vs. TT on (a) LEDOV and (b) ForGED with ViNet architecture trained on dif-
ferent training dataset sizes, using d =KLD as discrepancy. Best metrics between NAT and
TT are in bold. The last two rows in (a) show the training on the entire LEDOV dataset.
(c) Training on existing large-scale video-saliency datasets shows poor generalization to
ForGED since the videogame presents a very unique visual domain.

train videos V train obs. N loss KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑

30

2 TT 1.385 0.546 0.370 2.992 0.877
NAT 1.298 0.558 0.385 3.161 0.903

5 TT 1.419 0.536 0.370 3.042 0.877
NAT 1.172 0.590 0.428 3.372 0.908

15 TT 1.080 0.615 0.481 3.598 0.897
NAT 0.995 0.634 0.478 3.750 0.924

100
2 TT 1.323 0.565 0.365 3.034 0.890

NAT 1.056 0.610 0.447 3.386 0.922

5 TT 1.065 0.623 0.473 3.627 0.917
NAT 0.969 0.643 0.494 3.749 0.923

379
2 TT 0.986 0.628 0.475 3.434 0.925

NAT 0.974 0.632 0.470 3.497 0.932

5 TT 0.963 0.631 0.461 3.376 0.936
NAT 0.888 0.664 0.508 3.813 0.934

(a) TASED-Net on ForGED, d = KLD

train videos V train obs. N loss KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑

30
5 TT 1.155 0.612 0.440 3.600 0.904

NAT 1.061 0.618 0.466 3.656 0.912

15 TT 1.095 0.612 0.448 3.574 0.919
NAT 0.993 0.639 0.475 3.802 0.928

100
2 TT 1.138 0.601 0.429 3.406 0.911

NAT 1.099 0.600 0.434 3.356 0.920

5 TT 1.097 0.623 0.425 3.533 0.921
NAT 1.016 0.631 0.468 3.644 0.924

379
2 TT 1.069 0.618 0.436 3.456 0.920

NAT 1.011 0.626 0.450 3.459 0.931

5 TT 0.958 0.655 0.467 3.652 0.934
NAT 0.905 0.669 0.496 3.946 0.933

(b) TASED-Net on ForGED, d = KLD - 0.1CC - 0.1NSS

Table 4: NAT vs. TT on ForGED with TASED-Net architecture and different values of N,V ,
trained to minimize the discrepancy d = KLD in (a), and d = KLD - 0.1CC - 0.1NSS in (b).

train videos V train obs. N loss KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑

30

2 TT 2.155 0.195 0.198 1.007 0.793
NAT 1.431 0.428 0.378 2.082 0.884

5 TT 1.744 0.371 0.265 1.763 0.861
NAT 1.189 0.495 0.409 2.378 0.902

30 TT 1.360 0.457 0.383 2.225 0.886
NAT 1.120 0.532 0.433 2.638 0.909

100

2 TT 1.882 0.315 0.275 1.621 0.787
NAT 1.449 0.457 0.367 2.281 0.869

5 TT 1.351 0.460 0.382 2.331 0.890
NAT 1.098 0.554 0.443 2.753 0.902

30 TT 1.170 0.524 0.424 2.687 0.904
NAT 0.872 0.648 0.493 3.604 0.932

461

2 TT 1.231 0.532 0.459 2.784 0.880
NAT 0.975 0.595 0.499 2.931 0.921

5 TT 0.805 0.684 0.552 3.788 0.921
NAT 0.828 0.667 0.531 3.530 0.929

30−32 (all) TT 0.754 0.724 0.572 4.227 0.921
NAT 0.686 0.727 0.575 4.128 0.937

2,5,15,30 TT 0.836 0.666 0.551 3.615 0.916
NAT 0.768 0.692 0.545 3.855 0.933

(a) TASED-Net on LEDOV, d = KLD

train videos V train obs. N loss KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑

30

2 TT 1.922 0.249 0.232 1.039 0.803
NAT 1.768 0.286 0.285 1.263 0.843

5 TT 2.168 0.280 0.276 1.348 0.844
NAT 1.710 0.327 0.298 1.476 0.848

30 TT 1.888 0.256 0.225 1.082 0.821
NAT 1.510 0.404 0.321 1.969 0.874

100

2 TT 1.621 0.355 0.307 1.634 0.854
NAT 1.538 0.385 0.311 1.733 0.867

5 TT 1.381 0.455 0.363 2.179 0.882
NAT 1.340 0.470 0.392 2.368 0.893

30 TT 1.359 0.532 0.408 2.909 0.883
NAT 1.284 0.559 0.408 3.272 0.884

461

2 TT 1.277 0.487 0.382 2.247 0.895
NAT 1.243 0.490 0.403 2.365 0.899

5 TT 1.139 0.568 0.444 2.825 0.903
NAT 1.136 0.567 0.450 3.117 0.908

30 TT 1.052 0.612 0.462 3.237 0.912
NAT 1.045 0.633 0.457 3.425 0.910

(b) SalEMA on LEDOV, d = KLD

Table 5: NAT vs. TT on LEDOV dataset for different DNN architectures – TASED-Net in
(a) and SalEMA in (b) – with d = KLD and different training data sizes. The last two rows
in (a) show the case of an unbalanced dataset with N chosen from 2,5,15,30 in a video.

Discrepancy functions: NAT can be applied to any choice of discrepancy d. To demon-
strate this, a mix of density- and fixation-based discrepancies, d = KLD−0.1CC−0.1NSS,
which has also been a popular choice in literature [16, 59], is used to train TASED-Net on
ForGED (Tab. 4b). Comparing Tab. 4a and Tab. 4b, we note that NAT provides a perfor-
mance gain over TT, independently of the training discrepancy. We show more experiments
in the Supplementary (Sec. 5), with a fixation-based metric (NSS), and on different datasets.
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DNN architectures: Tab. 5a-b compares NAT vs. TT when training two different DNNs
(TASED-Net [47] and SalEMA [42]) on LEDOV, with KLD. As also observed earlier, NAT
outperforms TT and the performance gap shrinks with increasing training data. The Supple-
mentary (Sec. 5) shows results with SalEMA on ForGED.

6 Discussion and conclusions
NAT for images: Image-based saliency datasets (e.g., CAT2000 [10], SALICON [31]) have
many fixations per image resulting in high-quality of the reconstructed saliency maps, as
the accuracy rapidly increases with number of fixations (e.g., > 90% accuracy at 20 fixa-
tions [32]). It is nonetheless fair to ask if NAT is effective for image-saliency predictors.

no. of fixations loss KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑

5 TT 3.986 0.578 0.537 1.477 0.764
NAT 1.672 0.660 0.611 1.549 0.817

15 TT 2.877 0.655 0.589 1.669 0.795
NAT 1.437 0.714 0.640 1.676 0.831

Table 6: Evaluation on EML-Net.

We simulate a high-noise, incom-
plete, dataset by sampling a sub-
set of fixations for each SALICON
image1 and train a state-of-the-art
method, EML-Net [28], with TT
and NAT. Tab. 6 shows the results
on the official SALICON benchmark test set, and confirms the advantage of NAT.

Alternative methods to reconstruct x̃: Although reconstructing x̃ by blurring a binary
map of fixations is prevalent practice [17, 30, 61], we experiment with another reconstruction
strategy for x̃ using Gaussian KDE with a uniform regularization. The optimal KDE band-
width and regularization weight is estimated by optimizing a gold-standard model [38, 55]
(see Supplementary, Sec. 7). Experiments with TASED-Net on ForGED (N = 5, V =
30) comparing TT with x̃ estimated using a fixed-size blur or KDE-based reconstruction,
and NAT, show that while KDE improves TT, NAT still yields the best results (Tab. 7).

x̃i for training loss KLD↓ CC↑ SIM↑ NSS↑ AUC-J↑
1◦ blur TT 1.419 0.536 0.370 3.042 0.877
KDE TT 1.223 0.573 0.399 3.271 0.897

1◦ blur NAT 1.172 0.590 0.428 3.372 0.908

Table 7: Methods for estimating x̃.

Limitations and future work:
Although the test saliency maps
of LEDOV, DIEM and ForGED
are derived from several observers
leading to converged IOC on average, per-frame inaccuracies of saliency maps can still add
uncertainty about the conclusions one can draw. Adopting alternative strategies such as de-
riving metric-specific saliency from the probabilistic output of a saliency predictor [12, 40],
can give a clearer understanding. Nonetheless, in our experiments all the metrics are gen-
erally in agreement about the ranking between TT and NAT: a strong evidence in favor of
NAT [52]. NAT design principles can also be applied to saliency evaluation (not only train-
ing), where variable importance is given to each frame depending on its noise level.

Conclusion: Video gaze data acquisition is time-consuming and can be inaccurate. To
reduce the impact of dataset size in the field of visual saliency prediction, we introduce
NAT to account for the level of reliability of a saliency map. We also introduce a new
dataset which offers a unique video-game context. We show consistent improvements for
NAT over TT across a variety of experiments. The adoption of NAT has important practical
implications, since it allows acquiring new datasets (or training on old ones) with less data,
both in terms of videos and number of observers, without loss of quality.

1Mouse clicks are used as proxy for gaze in SALICON.
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